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Numbers are used to designate the sizes of stone on road construction, 

and stone bought from a crusher is likely to be sold in this way. In such 
cases it must be borne in mind that these nurnbers are of local significance. 
Sorne plants call their finest product, including dust, No. 1 stone, while 
others commence to number from their coarsest size or tailings. 

W ASHING SAND AND STONE 

Grave! frequently requires washing to remove the coating of clay or loam 
from the pebbles. Crushed stone may require removal of the dust. Sand 
sometimes has too much silt to produce a strong concrete, or may contain 
vegetable matter (see p. 154b) which renders it absolutely unfit for concrete. 
Washing also may be employed to assist in the separation of aggregates 

into the sizes required for accurate proportioning. 
The most satisfactory plan for washing appears to be to wash the mate

rial down a trough over screens in the bottom of the trough, or against and 
through screens inclined in the opposite direction from the trough. Screens 
with round punched boles are better for this purpose than wire mesh. 

Bellows Falls Canal Company's Plant. The method used bv the Aber
thaw Construction Company for washing both the crushed stone· and gravel 
consisted of shoveling the material from an elevated platform into inclined 
chutes over the upper end of which were placed eight 1-inch pipes with 
their lower ends hammered together to forma spray. The water from these 
pipes washed the grave! and stone down the chute into storage bins below, 
the dirty water passing through screens near the bottom of the chute into 
troughs lined with tarred paper which carried it away. For washing 
stone or grave!, ¼-inch screens were used, and for sand, No. 20 mesh screens, 
the latter requiring frequent cleats to support the wire cloth. 

Rockingham -Power. Company Washing Plant.* In this plant the grave! 
was dumped as it carne from the pit into hoppers forming the upper end of 
an inclined sluice carried on a light pole trestle. Enough water was then 
drawn from an elevated tank to float the grave! down the chute to the lower 
end which terminated in an inclined screen with ½-inch mesh. The water 
and s:md passed through the screen into hoppers below, while the pebbles 
rolled along the screen and passed over the end into a gondola car. The 
water overflowing the sides of the sand hopper carried off the loam and 
lighter material while the sand settled, and when the hopper was filled 

it- could be drawn off into cars beneath. 

*Engineering-Contracting. May, 13, 1908, p. 292. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

MIXING CONCRETE 

The method employed for mixing concrete is immaterial, provided the 
result is a homogeneous mass of the required uniform consistency, con
taining the various aggregates and cement in proper proportions. If the 
1.olor of the mass is not absolutely uniform, that is, if uncoated particles 
of sand or stone are visible, if masses of stones are separate from the 
mortar, or if sorne portions of the mortar are dryer than others, the mixing 

has not been thorough. 
Hand vs. Machine Mixing. First-class concrete may be produced, with 

careful superintendence, by either hand or rnacbine-mixing. 
The relative cost of the two methods depends entirely upon circum

stances, and must be estimated for each individual case. If the job is a 
small one, so that the cost of erecting the plant plus the interest and de
preciation, divided by the number of cubic yards to be made, is a large item, 
or if frequent moving is required, concrete may be and often is mixed 
cheaper ~y hand than by machinery. The information which follows 
concerning both methods will serve as a guide for comparison in special 

cas~. 
MIXING CONCRETE BY HAND 

The methods employed by different engineers and contractors for 
handling the materials and arranging the men are nearly as varied with 
hand-rnixed as with machine-mixed concrete. Concrete mixing is seem
ingly so simple an operation that it is often neglected by tbe inspector, 

and poor workmanship escapes <letection. 
The inspector should lay the greatest stress upon (a) exact measurement 

of the gravel or broken stone, (b) thorough mixture of the cement and 
sand, (e) thorough mixture of the mass, and (d) care in dumping the con-. 
crete into place. The quantity of water used in the rnixing and the proper 
ramming or puddling of the concrete in place are equally important but 

are less likely to be overlooked. 
In proportioning the ingredients, it is poor economy to make allowance 

for insuflicient mixing or improper handling of the materials. The addi
tional cement will be much more expensive than the extra time expended 

by laborers in securing a homogeneous mixture. 
In the fust place the mixing platform should be located as near the work 
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as possible, and so situated that the coarse materials can be conveniently 
dumped on one side of it and the sand on the other. It should be not less 
than 15 to 20 feet square if ali the work is to be done upon it, and except 
for a very small job should be of 2-inch plank, planed one side, spiked to, 
say, 2 by 4-inch stringers about 5 feet apart, so that it can be moved from 
place to place as required. A 2 by 3-inch strip around the edge will pre
vent loss of material. If the sand and cement are made into a mortar 
befare mixing with the stone, the platform may be narrower anda mortar 
box employed in addition. 

Methods of Measuring Material. Cement should invariably be meas
ured by weight. In practice this is accomplished not by weighing on 
scales but by counting packages, since bags or ~arrels of cement have 

standard weights.* 
The volumes of sand and stone or other aggregate should be distinctly 

stated in the proportions in terms of the number of cubic feet of each 
material to a barre! of cement, or else by parts, coupled with the explana
tion that one part, or barre), represents a defmite volume, such as 3.8 cubic 
feet. In specifications where the proportions are given by parts with no 
unit of measurement, the contractor undoubtedly has the legal right to 
base the volumes of aggregate 011 the loose measurement of cement, hence 
the necessity of exact statement of units, as prescribed on pag~ 217. 

The sand measure preferred by the authors is a bottomless box similar 
to the grave! box·shown in Fig. 5, page 18, having a depth of about 6 inches, 
and other dimensions determined by the required volume. The filling of 
cement barreis or half-banels with sand is a slower and less accurate process. 
If the sand cannot be conveniently unloaded close to the measuring plat
form, it may be meas~red in a ba.rrow or other wheeled vehicle so con
structed that it can be accurately leveled off after filling. For rough 
measurement otdinary contractors' barrows, whose approximate "large" 
capacities are given on page 9, are suitable. If more exact quantities are 
required, however, it takes only a few more seconds to dump the ~and 
from the barrows into a bottomless box. 

For grave! or broken stone a bottomless box about 8 or 9 inches deep, 
shown in Fig. 5, page 18, is a convenient rneasure. Special barrows built 
to exact dimensions are more exact rneasures than ordinary contractors1 

barrows and, in sorne cases, than the bottomless box, because an unscrupu
lous contractor can more easily heap the material in the latter when the 
inspector's back is turned. Cement barreis are accurate measures, but 
time is wasted in lifting the shovels when filling, and in dumping them. 

+see page 2. 
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A measuring barrow car,* _built so that it can te handled with a derrick 
is sometimes convenient. · ' 

Hand Mixing. A detailed description of one of the best ways to mix 
concrete by hand is given in Chapter II for the benefit of those not familiar 
with_ concreting. It is the general opinion of concrete experts that the 
particular order adopted for mixing the materials has Iittle effect upon the 
strength of the concrete, provided the materials are tumed a sufficient 
number of times to incorporate them thoroughly. Sorne engineers prefer 
to make the cement and sand into a mort¡¡.r, while others do not add the 
water until the final turning. The authors have seen excellent work pro
duced by both methods, but prefer the latter chiefly because shovelin<r the 
mortar on to the stone involves more labor than handling the dry n~\xed 
cement and sand; in fact, comparative tests show that it costs less to mix 
t~1e cement and sand dry, shovel the mixture on to the stone and mi_x three 
times, than to make a mortar, shovel it on to the stone and mix only twice. 

Methods variously employed, the first of which is described in detail on 
page 21, are outlined as follows: 

(1) Cement and sand mixed dry and shoveled on to the stone or <1ravel 
leveled off, and wet as the mass is turned. 

0 

(2) ~ement and sand mixed dry, and the stone or grave! dumped 011 
top of it, lereled off, and wet as the mass is turned. 

(3) Cement and sand mixed witb water into a mortar which is shoveled 
on to the grave! or stone, and the mass turned with shovels. 

(4) Cement and sand mixed with water into a mortar, the grave! or 
stone spread on top of it, and the mass turned with shovels. 

_(5) G:avel or stone, sand, and cement, spread in successive Iayers, 
mued slightly and shoveled into a circle or crater, water poured into the 
center, and the mass mixed with shovels and hoes. 

The last method is applicable only where a small amount of concrete is 
to be mixed on the ground with no mixing platform or mortar box. 

Sand and cement must never be mixed up in advance, as lime and 
sand are often mixed, because the natural moisture which ali sands contain 
will make the cement set and cake. 

The s~st~~atic arrangement of the men in pairs, as described on page 
21, and ms1stence upon their shoveling from the bottom of the pile and 
then tuming their shovels completely over are essentials for thormwh]y 
mixed concrete. In the final wet mixin<Y the materials should be tu~1e~l 
in this way two or three times. 

0 

For wetting the concrete sorne engineers specify spraying with the hose, 

*See illustration in Engineering News, April 23, 1896, p. 268. 
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but in practice there appears to be no spec1ai advantage in this over ordinary 

galvanized iron buckets, while with the latter the quantity can be gaged 
more accurately by filling the required number of buckets in advance. 
Nearly ali the water can be poured on the dry materials before commencing 

to turn, and the remainder used to wet up occasional dry spots. 
The quantity of water is regulated according to the appearance of tht 

concrete after placing. In a thin wall the water will rise to the surface 

through successive layers so that the first batches in a day's work require 
the most water. Whatever the quantity, it should be thoroughly incor

porated with the other ingredients, and the amount which can be thus 
incorporated may sometimes be taken as the allowable limit in hand
mixing. The best consistency for different classes of concrete is dis-

cussed on page 279. · 
Dlstribution of Mixing Ga.ng. Whatever the methods of mixing, the 

chief requisites for economy are such an arrangement of the gang that each 
man will have definite duties, and that the number of men on one set of 
operations will perform their work in the same length of time required by 

another set of men to perform a different operation or set of operations. 
A gang should be as large as practicable in order to lessen the cost of 

superintendenc~ and the general expense. 
The best plan, where the size of the gang can be regulated to suit, is to 

give each man a single operation to perform. For example, let one man 
or set of men wheel and measure ali the sand; !et anoth~r set of men mix 

the sand and cement; let a third set be continually employed measuring 
the gravel or stone; a fourth mixing the mass, while one or two of their 

number supply water; a fifth filling the barrows and wheeling the con

crete to place, and still another set leveling the concrete and ramming or 

puddling. 
It is generally economical to have two batches of concrete in preparation 

at once, although one set of men usually can measure and mix the sand and 
cement for two mix.ing gangs. While one batch of concrete is being 

shoveled to place or wheeled jn barrows, the other batch, either in a different 

location on the same platform or on a separate platform, may be spread 

and mixed. 
The method of handling a small gang is descrioed on page 21. The 

arrangement of gangs on two well managed actual jobs is illustrated in 

the following outline: 
(1) Gang on a core wall for a dike where the sand and cement were 

mixed dry and spread on to the stone, then wet as the mass was 

turned. 
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The larg~ mixing platform was located 30 to 50 feet distant from th 
excavation, and the concrete was handled in whe lb e 
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One foreman. e arrows. 

One man wheeling sand to measuring box. . 

Two men, working alternately at the two ends of th .. 
opening cement, and mixing sand and cement dry e ffilXlng platform, 

Three or four men, working alternatel at each e d . 
grave! into bottomless boxes. y n of platform, shoveling 

Six men working alternately at each end of . . 
(turning it three times). platform, m1xmg concrete 

Two men handling water. 

Four men wheeling concrete each fill1·11g h' b F . ' 1s own arrow 
our men levehng and ramming. · 

The average quantity of concrete in ro or . . 
per <lay of ten hours was about 65 bat!e:o/ons I :_ 2: 5 la1d b! this gang 

mum of about 90 batches or 65 cubic yards. 47 cub1c yards, w1th a maxi-

(2) Gang for a 6-inch foundation for a stree 
and cement were made into t pavement, where the sand 

a mortar and spread on t th t 
where two mixing platforms d o e s one, and . were use one on each sid f th 
with a mortar box between th ' e o e street, 

O 
em. 

ne foreman. 
Twomen · · m1xmg mortar in one mortar box. 

Four men shoveling stone alternately into two measuri 
Four men working alternately on the two . . ng boxes. 

mortar on stone, mixing concret d I m1X1~g platforms, spreading 
Three men leveling and rammincr e, an s 1ovelmg to place. 

to place. t> concrete and also assisting to shovel 

One man carrying water and doing other odd work. 

The total quantity of concrete in ro or . 
hours a veraged from 40 t 6 b t ph p t1ons I: 2: 5 laid per da y of ten 

f 
O 4 a c es or 29 to b' 

or the gang. The gancr was t . 33 cu 1c yards per <lay 
t> no quite up to the ave f d . 

conditions they ought to have turned rage,_ or un er given 
of ten hours. out regularly 34 cub1c yards per day 

Approximate costs oí.concrete mixing are discussed on page 25. 

MIXING BY MAOHINERY 

On ali large contracts, machiner for .. 
replacing hand labor Th y m1xmg concrete is universallv 

. · e economy of this 11 • ; 
the apphances introduced for handli b usua ~ is due as much to 

ng t e raw matenals and the concrete 
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as to the savincr in the actual labor of mixing. Any arrangement which 
requires the m:asuring and spreading of materials by shovelers bef?re 
entering the mixer results simply in saving the proce:s of hand_ turn'.ng 
of the concrete and the labor of shoveling it into the veh1cle, ~nd th1s sa~mg 
is partly balanced by the cost of ~aint~ining and operaüng_ the_ mixer. 
On a small job this last itero almost mvanably exceeds the sav1~g m h~nd 
labor and renders the expense with the machine greater than "'.1thout 1t. 

The design of the appliances or plant for handling the matenals, and t_o 
sorne extent the selection oí the type of mixer, depends upon local cond1-
tions, the quantity to be mixed per day, and the total v~lume of c?ncrete. 
For a large mass of concrete masonry it is evident that lt pays to mvest a 
considerable sum in machinery to reduce the number of roen and horse~, 
but if for any reason only a small quantity, we will say not over 50 cub1c 
yards, can be deposited in a day, the cost of expensive machi_nery_ cuts a 
very large figure and hand labor is generally cheaper. In es:1matmg t~e 
interest on the cost of the plant which must be charged agamst a cub1c 
yard of concrete, instead of dividing the interest per day by the usual 
daily output, the interest for the year must be divided by the total amount 
of concrete to be laid in the year. In other words, allowance must be 
made for the days when inclement weather prevents "'.ork .. To find the 
depreciation, the value of the entire plant when new, mmus 1ts value after 
the job is completed, is divided by the total number oí yards of c?ncrete. 
Sorne of the other runnincr expenses, such as the wages of the engmeman, 
may continue from day t; day whether or not any concrete is_being laid. 

Concrete Mixers. An effective concrete mixer not only stirs th~ mas_s, 
which may tend to separate the light and heavy particles, but cuts 1t agam 
and again, and repeatedly transfers the materials from ~ne part of the 
machine to another, so that in whatever order they are mtroduced, the 
product will be homogeneous. Continuous turning alone <loes n~t ac
complish the result so quickly or thoroughly as the more co~phcat~d 
motions. The appearance of thf concrete as it falls from the mixer w1ll 

often distinwsh the better of two machines. . 
The larg:r the machine, the more economical it wi~ be, prov1ded the 

arrancrements for supplying it with material and conveymg the concrete to 
o . 

the work permit running at ful! capacity. . . . 
Concrete mixers are of two general classes: (1) continuous m1xers mto 

which the materials are fed constantly, usually by shovelfuls, and _from 
which the concrete is discharged in a steady stream, and (2) batch rn_1xe:s, 
designed to receive at one charge, say, a barrel ora bag of cement wtth 1:s 
proportionate volume oí sand and stone, and after mixing to discharge 1t 
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in one rnass. It is imp0ss;b[e to separate these two classes very dístinctly 
because many of the machines are adapted to either continuous or batch 
mixing. 

The authors are opposed, as a rule, to the use of continuous mixers , 
unless the materials are measured and fed mechanically, because of the 
difficulty of uniform feeding. When the ingredients are rneasured out by 
hand, spread in layers one above another and then startincr at one ed"e 

' ' b b, 

are shoveled into the mixer, the proportions of the materials in the resulting 
concrete are regulated by the thickness of the layers of the different in
gredients rather than by the dimensions of the measuring barreis or boxes. 
lf in one portion of the pile the !ayer of cement is thicker than in another 

' the resulting concrete will be proportionally richer. With batch mixers 
all the ma:terials en ter the machine at once; the bomogeneity of the product 
depends upon the character and length of time of mixing rathet than upon 
the care exercised by the laborers in feeding, and less inspection is neces
sary. 

The regulation of the water supply in machine-mixing as in hand
mixing is largely a matter of judgment. Even if the materials were ali 
supplied under absolutely uniform conditions, the same volume of water 
would not produce from each batch a concrete of uniform consislency, 
because, as,.the concrete is laid, the water works up through from one !ayer 
to the next, so that more water may be necessary early in the morning than 
later in the day. It is well, nevertheless, to roughly measure the quantity 
each time, varying the amount from batch to batch as the condition of the 
materials and the state of the mass require. 

The selection of the type of mixer is often governed by local conditions, 
If, for example, there is to be a large quantity of concrete, and the machinery 
can be located at one place, a stationary machine, rnounted perha~ on 
timber framework, with derricks, elevators, or belts, to raise the materials, 
may be economical. On running work, like a conduit or retaining wall, 
more portable machines are required, while for thin layers, like pavement 
foundations, if any machine is used it must be very light or easily moved. 
If stone for the aggregate is to be broken on the spot, a stationary plant 
may be built, or the stone may be hauled from the crusher bin to the mixer. 
In sorne cases the conformation of the ground will perrnit of droppíng the 
materials into or through the machine by gravity. Frequently the volumc 
of concrete to be laid is limited by the construction of forms, and a machinc 
of small size is sufficient. 

Mixers may be classified in three general types: 
Rotating mixers 
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Paddle mixers. 

Gravity mixers. 
Rotating or rotary mixers, as they are usually termed, sometimes mix 

the materials by simply tumbling them in an oblong or cubica! box, and 

in other cases by throwing them against the deflectors, blades, or plows. 
The cubica! box is one of the simplest forms of rotating mixers, and 

formerly was used largely on extensive concrete construction, but is now 

giving place to modified forms which permit more thorough mixing and 
the inspection of the material during mixing. The cubica! box is of stcel, 
generally mounted on a timber frame similar to the plan in Fig. 95, pagc 

272. The shaft for revolving it runs through two opposite corners and 

consists of a perfora.ted ¡hollow tube which supplies the water. The 
measured materials are dropped in from above through a hinged door in 
the side of the mixer, and the machine aftér some twelve or fifteen revolu

tions is stopped, the door is opened, and the concrete dropped into carts or 
cars When most of the concrete is out, the box is revolved once again to 

cmpty it more completely. The mixer itself is inexpensive, but the cost 

of erection and of raising the stone and sand often renders it less eco

nomical than more expensive machines. 
Cube mixers are also made on a frame and geared so that they may rotatc 

while filling and dumping as illustrated in Fig. 85. 
The rotating mixers illustrated in Figs. 82 and 83 which contain deflec

tors, or blades, are usually mounted by the manufacturers upon a suitable 
frame, although in certain cases.it is preferable to construct special timber 

framework, so that materials may be introduced and the concrete taken 

away more economically. The larger machi?,es of this type are so con

structed that the materials can be introduced from derrick buckets, carts, 
or barrows. The rotating of the drum tumbles the material and also throws 

it against the mixing blades which cut and throw it from side to side. Most 
of these machines can be dumped while running, by tilting either them or 

their chutes. They are also provided with hoppers as shown in Fig. 83, 
or with loading skips or trays, operated by the engine that runs the mixer, 

which lift the materials from the ground up to the charging hopper as in 

Figs. 82 and 85. 
A different style of rotary machine is shown in Fig. 84. It consists of 

11,n open revolving pan in which are stationary plows which mix the concrete. 

The outlet is through trap doors in the bottom. 
Of the paddle mixers, those adapted to mix a batch at a time can be 

more surely depeuded upon to produce good concrete than the continous 

machines. Fig. 86 shows a duplex paddle mixer to be placed upoo a 
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r¡i!s~d platform and fed by hand wbeelbarrows or derrick buckets. Thc 
m1xmg paddles, on two shafts, revolve in opposite directions and th . , 
fa.lis through a trap door in the bottom of the machiue i~to ca t: concrek 
wheelbarrows, or upon a platform wb ·t . b r 'cars, or 

Th . . . ence I is s oveled to place. 
e contmuous paddle mixer with a single shaft andan o=n e d . 

times used fo ¡ f .,-- n 1s some-
ra vo ume o concrete ranging from 75 to I o cubic ard 

day. Care should be taken that the materials are thro ~ y s per 
upper end to be thorou hl . d . wn m near enough the 
rniddle of th ·h' g y mixe . T~e water is usually fed near the 

e mac me so that the matenals are first artiall . 

::c:,1:;;.~ ,:':.":ed b~ sho,eUufa, o, by spread/'.g ;0 r.;:~;;;; 
. d 1 ~ r, or y automattc machinery which feeds the cement 
,rn cae 1 aggregate m the proper proportions. 
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Fig. 82.-Rotary Mixer. (See p. 258.) 

t ~e,isuring tbe mat~rial5 by shovelfuls would seem at first thought lik 1 
bo g1v~ a poorer quahty of concrete tb?n measuring in boxes or b ~ y 

ut w1tb a properly trained gang and periodic checking of th arr: s, 
of barrel5 of cement to a given volume of concr t . e num er 
obtained. At tb Ch l . . . e e, fa1r results may be 

e ar estown Bndge p1ers m Boston ( F" 
the contractors, by changing off the meo who sh se~ ig. 92, ~.270), 
as to give them light work half the time tur oveled mto the mixer so 

concrete at the rate of about i¡ cubic 'ardted out (by steady wo:k) 
gang consi5ted of fiv ! per hour. Each feeding 

e men, three shovehng grave!, one shoveling sand, 
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FH:. 83.- Rotary :\[ixer. (See p. 258.) 

p 1r,. 8.1.-Revolvinz Pan )hxt'r. (Sec p. 258.) 
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and one shoveling cement, the size of shovels being so arranged that whcn 
all worked together the proper proportions were introduced. The two 
gangs changed off every half-hour. 

FIG. 86.-Duplex Paddle Mixer. (See p. 2 59.) 

When the materials are measured and spread in layers before shoveling 
into the mixer, the machine should be below the measuring platform, and 
two gangs of men employed, one on cach side of the machine, so that one 




